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ABSTRACT
C ontrol o f F lexib le Jo in t R o b o tic  M anipulator  
U sing Tuning F un ctions D esign
by
Pavan K. Aripirala Venkata
Dr. Woosoon Yim, Exam ination Committee Chair 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The goal of this thesis is to design the controller for a single arm manipulator 
having a flexible joint for the tracking problem in two different cases. A controller 
is designed for a deterministic case wherein the plant parameters are assumed to be 
known while another is designed for an adaptive case where all the plant parameters 
are assumed to  be unknown. In general the tracking problem is; given a smooth 
reference trajectory, the end effector has to track the  reference while maintaining 
the stability. It is assumed that only the output of the manipulator, which is the 
link angle, is available for measurement. Also without loss of generality, the fast 
dynamics, th a t is the dynamics of the driver side of the system are neglected for the 
sake of simphcity.
In the  first case, the design procedure adopted is called observer backstepping. 
Since the sta tes of the system are unavailable for measurement, an observer is designed 
tha t estim ates the system states. These estim ates are fed to the controller which in 
tu rn  produces the control input to the system.
iii
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The second case employs a design procedure called tuning functions design. In 
this case, since the plant param eters are unknown, the observer designed in case one 
cannot be used for determining the state estimates. For this purpose, parameter 
update laws and filters are designed for estimation of plant parameters. The filters 
employed are k-filters. The k-filters and the param eter update laws are given as input 
to the controller, which generates the control input to  the system.
For both  cases, the m athem atical models are simulated using Matlab/Simulink, 
and the results are verified.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 An overview of Adaptive control
Traditionally, control systems have been designed under the assumption that the  
system to be controlled is completely known. Many dynamic systems have constant or 
slowly-varying uncertain parameters. For instance, power systems may be subjected 
to  large variations in loading conditions, robot manipulators may carry large objects 
with unknown inertial parameters.Attempts to design and build systems capable of 
controUing unknown plants or adapting to unpredictable changes in the environment 
resulted in sophisticated forms of feedback systems. One such form is adaptive control.
Research in adaptive control started in the 1950’s in cormection with the design 
of auto pilots for high-performance aircraft, which operated at wide range of speeds 
and altitudes and thus experience large parameter variations. Adaptive control was 
proposed as a way of automatically adjusting the controller parameters in face of 
changing aircraft dynamics.
The basic principle of adaptive control is to estimate the uncertain plant param e­
ters, and corresponding controller parameters on-hne based on the measured signals, 
and use the estimated param eters in the control input computation. An adaptive 
control system can thus be regarded as a control system with on-line param eter esti­
mation. To make it elaborate and more clear, an adaptive controller can be viewed 
as being composed of two parts
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1. An identification portion, to  identify the plant parameters
2. A control law portion, to implement a control law that is a function of the 
parameters identified.
As stated before , the  adaptive control approach involves on-line param eter esti­
m ation based on the measures system  signals. When all the states of the system are 
measurable, the design of the controller is relatively simple. But when only the sys­
tem  output is measurable, the design is considerably more complicated. This arises 
due to  the need to introduce dynamics in the controller structure, since the output 
only provides partial information about the system status. W hen output alone is 
available, it is termed as adaptive output feedback control.
1.1.1 Classification of adaptive control
Adaptive control can be broadly classified as adaptive linear control and adaptive 
nonlinear control. A brief description of both of the adaptive control is given below.
Adaptive control has been most successful for plant-parameters which appear Hn- 
early.The linearization of the param eters can be achieved in most of the situations,. 
The adaptive schemes developed for the  linear plants is termed as adaptive linear con­
trol or traditional adaptive control. T he traditional adaptive control schemes are clas­
sified as “direct” and “indirect” and as “Lyapunov-based” and “estimation-based” . 
They involve param eter identification with “parameter estimators” or “identifiers” . 
The important part of the  identifier is the param eter adaptation algorithm, known as 
parameter updatelaw. W hen the true  plant parameters are unknown, the controller 
parameters are updated directly. This is called the direct scheme. In the indirect 
scheme an update law is designed for the plant, which is used to  construct the con­
troller.
Lyapunov-based design is one of the oldest results of adaptive control. This is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
restricted for linear system s with relative degree of one or two. T he m odem  re­
cursive design procedures, called backstepping[7, 2], have overcome th e  restriction. 
Estimation-based designs are more broadly appHcable and allow a choice of update 
laws. This flexibility is achieved by treating the identifiers as a separate module 
and guaranteeing its properties independent of its controller module. These design 
procedures are also term s as modular designs
The basic principle on which the adaptive controller design for linear systems 
depends on is certainty equivalence. According to  this a controller is first designed as 
if all the plant param eters are known. The controller parameters are determined as 
a function of plant param eters. W hen the true plant parameters are unknown, the 
controller parameters are either estimated directly as in direct schemes, or computed 
by solving the same design equations as with plant parameter estimates as in indirect 
schemes. The resulting controller is called certainty equivalence controller.
A class of systems exist where “linear parameterization” lead to omission of es­
sential nonlinearities, which may result in a poor control law. In such cases adaptive 
nonlinear controller is appropriate.
The classification of adaptive nonlinear control is same as that of adaptive Hnear 
control. In this case the  controller design is not dependent on certainty equivalence 
principle. The two im portant schemes for controller design are 1. Lyapunov-based 
design 2. Estimation-based design.
The Lyapunov-based design relies on the recursive design procedure called back- 
stepping. W ith this methodology the construction of both feedback control laws and 
associated Lyapunov functions is systematic. While feedback linearization methods 
require precise models and often cancel some useful nonlinearities, backstepping de­
signs accommodate uncertain nonlinearities and can avoid wasteful cancellations. The 
principle of backstepping considers some of the state variables as vitual controls and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
design for intermediate control laws. Observer backstepping is a  method wherein 
exponentially convergent nonhnear observers are built for the  param eter estima­
tion. Global results can be achieved if nonlinear damping is used to counteract 
the destabilizing effects of observer errors. As discussed in chapter 4, backstepping 
method involves design of several estimates for the same parameters. This is called 
overparametrization. This overparameterization is avoided through a design proce­
dure called tuning functions design. In this procedure, instead of designing interme­
diate control laws, the design of update law is postponed till the end, by defining new 
functions for the intermediate control laws, called the tuning functions. The tuning 
functions design is an advanced form of adaptive backstepping. I t has the advantage 
that the dynamic order of the adaptive controller is minimal. The dimension of the 
set to which the states and param eter estimates converge is also minimal.
The backstepping and tuning functions procedures are Lyapunov-based design 
procedures. While they have removed the restriction of traditional Lyapunov design, 
the drawback is tha t as the order of the system increases, the nonlinear expressions 
become increasingly complex. This drawback is ehminated using modular design 
procedures, also called estimation-based design.
1.2 Related Past work
Interest in adaptive control of nonlinear systems was stimulated by major ad­
vances in the differential theory of nonhnear feedback control in the  mid-1980’s. An 
early general treatm ent of adaptive nonlinear regulation was given by Taylor, Koko- 
toivc, Kanellakopoulos and Marino. Nam and Arapostathis and few others com­
bined feedback linearization with adaptation techniques from adaptive linear control. 
Adaptive backstepping ^a s  introduced by Kanellakopoulos, Kokotoivc and Morse[7]. 
This was the first recursive design procedure for nonlinear systems. Marino and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Tomei[9] combined the adaptive backstepping with their filtered transformations to 
solve the adaptive output feedback problem for a class of nonlinear systems. W ith 
the invention of tuning functions, Miroslav krstic [2, 4] inroduced a new design which 
completely ehminated the  overparameterization.
Craig[3] presents a model reference adaptive control scheme, which requires mea­
surement of joint acceleration, which is not practical. Lih-Chang et al [5] presents 
control of flexible joint robots via linearization. Hebertt Sira-Raminez et a/[6] and 
Reza Ghanada et al also implements a controUer with plant being hnearized. Ob­
server design for flexible joint robots was presented by Patrizio Tomei[13], but without 
adaptation.
An experimental study of flexible joint robots is given by Bridges[15]. Recently 
Dixon [16] designed a controUer for a flexible joint robot which employed Lyapunov- 
based design, but without adaptation. The manipulator and simulation results of his 
work can be seen at the Clemson University web site[20). In the paper presented by 
Bridges [17], integrator backstepping procedure was adopted for a single link flexible 
joint robot for tracking problem. An adaptive controUer for a flexible joint robot with 
a set of filters was designed with assumption of partial state feedback by Ser Yong 
[181.
1.3 Present work
Engineers have always known th a t there is no such thing as a rigid body. AU 
materials have finite stiffness and hence deform elasticaUy under normaUy apphed 
forces and moments[3]. A robotic m anipulator is composed of links, joints, and drive 
components, each of which is compUant. For example the natural firequency of a 
PUMA 560 robot in a particular configuration with a 2.5 kg mass was computed to 
be 22.5 Hz[3]. Harmonic drives have, by design, some buUt-in flexibUity in the flex
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
spline, while the drive shaft of a direct m otor has transmission compliance. O ther 
sources of compHance are backlash in gear teeth, transmission belts and transducers 
inserted in joints to measure the driving torque.
Flexibility introduces additional degrees of freedom. For example a m anipulator 
w ith non rigid link or joint has more complex dynamic equations than the rigid 
manipulators. If neglected, the additional degrees of freedom hmit the performance 
of a manipulator.
In case of robotic manipulators, the principle sources of comphance are jo int flex­
ibility and link flexibility. Both types of comphances can be reduced during the  man­
ufacturing stage itself. However, the lim itation is tha t they have to operate within 
the design specifications for maximum load bearing and torque. Further more in 
the existing manipulators the  mechanical improvement might not be possible. If the 
variables to  be controlled can be measured, a  controller can be designed to  improve 
it performance.
The contribution of this work is application of the observer backstepping procedure 
and tuning functions design to  control a  single link flexible joint m anipulator. Joint 
flexibility may be from one or more of the  following
1. From the drive shaft in case of direct drive
2. From the drive itself in case of harmonic drives
3. From the torque transducers.
Since it is not always practical to have all or some of states available for measure­
ment, we assume that only output is available for measurement. Two cases are dealt 
here.
Case 1: We assume that ail the param eters of the manipulator are known, which 
is the d e te r m in is tic  case. We employ observer backstepping procedure to develop a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
controller.
Case 2: In this case we assume that all the param eters are unknown, which is an adap­
tive case. Since backstepping induces over-parameterization, we use tuning functions 
design wherein K-filters are employed for controller design.
1.4 Organization of the  thesis
The thesis is organized iuto five chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction. The 
formulation of the problem is given in Chapter 2. A brief theory pertaining to  stability 
analysis is also given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with the observer backstepping 
design procedure. Chapter 4 presents the tuning functions design procedure for the 
m anipulator in consideration. Finally the conclusions and scope of the future work 
are presented in Chapter 5 followed by bibliographic references.
1.5 Notation
1. The vectors used are
where is a ix l  vector with 1 as j th  term  and 0 as remaining terms 
Example;
644 =




2. 3% represents real numbers.
3. (*) represents estimate of *.
* represents the estimation error (* — *).




The model for the single-link flexible joint manipulator is developed in this chap­
ter. Brief notes on the essential theory related to the present work is also discussed 
in this chapter. First the model is presented.
2.2 The Manipulator Model
Consider the single link robotic manipulator shown in figure 2.1, whose joint has 
a flexibility. This is due to  the dynamics of drive mechanism. The flexible joint can 
be modeled as a linear torsional spring[19, 3, 18, 5]. In this study, the fast dynamics 
of a  driving m otor is neglected.
Let Qi and ?2 be the angular positions of the link and motor shaft respectively, 
J i,J 2 be the inertias of the link and motor,
Fi,F 2 be the viscous frictional constants,
K be the spring constant of the joint stiffness,
M be the link mass,
d be the position of the link’s center of gravity,
N be the gear ratio for the drive mechanism, 
g be the acceleration due to gravity, 
u be the input torque to the system.
8




Figure 2.1: Robotic manipulator w ith flexible joint
(2 .1)
Using the Newton’s method the following dynamic equations of motion are obtained
JiQi +  FiQi + K  ( q i - ^ )  + mgdcos{qi) =  0 
J2 Q 2  +  F 2 9 2  — ^  (9 1  — ^
T he link position assumed is measurable so that the order of the system becomes 4.
To apply the observer backstepping and the tuning functions design, the model given
in equation 2.1 has to be of param etric output feedback form [2]. The parametric
ou tpu t feedback form is given below.
± i = x 2 +  (po,i +  E^=i 
±2 =X3 + (fO,2 +  E i= l dj(Pj,2{y)
(2 .2 )ip-1 =Xp + yo.f- 1  +  Ey=i dj(Pj,p-i (y) ^Xp =  bm(3{y)u +  ^Q,p +  Ei=i Ojcpj,p{y)
i n  =  bo/3(y)u +  fo ,n  +  E j = l  Oj(pj,n-l{y) 
y  =  xi
where 9i,- ■■ ,9p and 60,- - - ,bm are unknown constant param eters. The assumptions of 
this system are
1. The sign of bm is known
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1 0
2. The polynomial B{s) =  bmS^ +  ... +  bis 4- bo is known to be Hurwitz
3. ^(y) #  0 Vy €  %
4. The reference signal yr(t) and its first p derivatives are known and bounded, 
and, in addition, y^{t) is piecewise continuous.
In the case of (2.1) n =  p =  4 and m =0. Now to examine whether equation (2.1) can 
be brought into the form of (2.2), let the choice of state variables be Q = Çi,
Cs =  ?2j Ç4  = 92- The state space form of the dynamic equations 2.1 becomes
Cl =  C2
&  =  -^cos(y) -  -  f  (C . -  ÿ )
& =  (4
(4 -  (C i -  ÿ )  -  % C4 +  ^
2/ =  SI
(2.3)
The equation 2.3 is not in the ou tpu t feedback form. However, there exists a  different 
choice of coordinates which brings (2.1) into the output feedback form. Let D  =  ^ ,  
differentiating y  twice, gives (2 =  D y  and









Fi K  mgdD  y  + — D y  4- — y 4-
J i
cos y
D ^y  4- ^ D ^ y  4- ^ D y  4-
J\ J\




J i ~  " ' J i
^ D ^ y  + y .
J l  J l
Decs y





comparing the last equation of 2.3 and equation 2.7 gives
D^y = K
N J i
K  f  Jl (  r^ 2  7-» mydj ^ { v - j ^ { D y  +  j - D y + -  + — c o s y 4- y D ^ yJl Jl
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FaiVJi
K J2 D^y  4- ^ D ^ y  4- ^ -D y  4-Jl
mgd
~j T
Dcos y +  ^  _  r ^ D - ^ c o s  V
J2 J l
rearranging the terms of above equation gives
D^y = Fi F2
Jl J 2 I
D ^y + K F1 F2 K  
L N^-J2  J 1 J2 J il




F iK  F2 K
N^J \ J 2 J 1 J 2
Dy  4- ^2 .-— mgd 
J2
Dcos y  4-
A'2JiJo
mgd cos y  4- K -u
N J 1 J2 
(2.8)
It is tedious to show tha t equation 2.8 is of the output feedback form. Therefore let 
Xj, (i =  1,- • -,4) be sta te  variables for the system (2.1) and consider the system given 
below
± i = X 2 + Oiy 
±2 = X 3 +  022/ +  Oscos y
± 3  = X4  +  04?/ 4- Ô5 C0 S y > (2.9)
X4 =  bou 4- 06cos y  
y =  x i
where Bi and 60 are unknown constant parameters. Successive differentiation of the 
equation (2.9), gives D^xi =  D x 2 4- OiDy 
=  X3 4- 02?/ 4- 03COS y  + BiDy 
D^xi =  D x 3 4- 9 2 D y  4- BsDcos y  4- BiD^y
= X4  + 04y 4- 05cos y  4- 02Dy 4- 03Dcos y 4- 0iD^y 
D^Xi =  bou 4- 06COS y 4- 04D y 4- d^Dcos y  4- 02D -y 4- 6 3 D ‘^ cos y 4- 01D^y 
Rearranging the terms of the D^Xx equation gives
D^y =  0iD^y 4- 0oD^y 4- $3 D^cos y  4- 04Dy 4- B^Dcos y  4- BqCos y  4- bou (2.10)
comparing equations 2.10 and 2.8 gives
Bi = F\ ^  ^  
J l 02-
(2 .11)
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02 =
K FIF2






F iK F2 K













(2.17)N J 1 J2
The equation 2.9 is of the form given in equation 2.2. Therefore the observer 
backstepping design procedure and tuning functions design approach are apphcable 
to it.
2.3 Stability
In this section some of the definitions and theorems related to  stability are dis­
cussed. Lyapunov stability is of main focus.
2.3.1 Lyapunov Stabihty
Stability theory plays a central role in systems theory and engineering. Stabihty 
is a kind of weU behavedness around a desired operating point. This definition might 
be sufficient for hnear systems. However for n o n h n e a r  systems, since they may have 
much more exotic behavior than  the hnear systems, a number of more refined stabihty 
concepts such as asymptotic stabihty, exponential stability, and global asymptotic 
stabihty are needed. Stabihty concepts th a t are widely used in control theory are 
Lyapunov stability and input-output stability.
The terms Lyapunov stabihty, asymptotic stabihty, exponential stabihty, and 
global asymptotic stabihty are properties of the individual solutions of the dynamic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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systems, but not of the system as a whole.
D efin ition  1: If the function f{x,  t) is continuous in t  and if there exists a strictly 
positive constant L  such th a t
||/ (x 2 ,t)  - / (x i ,f ) | I <  L | |x2 - x i l  I, (2.18)
for all Xi,X2 e  finite neigbourhood of the origin and Vf e  [fo,fo +  T] (with T  being 
strictly positive constant), then  x =  f{x, t)  has a unique solution x(t) for sufficiently 
small initial states and in sufficiently short interval of time. This condition is called 
Lipschitz condition, / i s  said to  be locally Lipschitz if equation 2.18 is satisfied. And 
it is said to be globally Lipschitz if equation 2.18 is satisfied for any x i and x?. 
Consider the tim e varying system
x =  /(x ,f )  (2.19)
where x  E R" and /  ; is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz
in X. The solution of equation 2.19 which starts from the point Xq a t a  time fo > 
0, is denoted as x ( f ; x o ,  fo) with x (fo ;x o ,fo )  =  x q . Lyapunov stabih ty  concepts 
describe continuity properties of x ( f ; x o ,  fo) with respect to  xo. If the initial condition 
is perturbed to  xo, then for stabihty, the resulting perturbed solution x ( f ;  xo , fo) must 
stay close to  x ( f ; x o , f o )  Vf >  fo- In addition, for asymptotic stabihty, the error 
x(f;  Xo, fo) - x ( f ; x o ,  fo) must converge to zero as f  —>• oo. So, the solution of equation 
2.19 is
1. Bounded, if 3 a constant D(xo, fo) >  0 such th a t
|x(f;xo,fo)| <  D(xo,fo), Vf >  fo; (2.20)
2. Stable, if for each e > 0 3 a  <J(e, fo) >  0 such tha t
\x q  — x o \ < 5  =?► j x ( f ; x o , f o ) - x ( f ; x o , f o ) |  <  e, Vf >  fo; (2.21)
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3. Attractive, if 3 an r(fo )  >  0 and, for each e >  0, a T(e, fo) >  0 such tha t
[xo — xol <  r  |x ( f ; x o , f o )  — x ( f ;x o , fo ) |  <  e, Vf >  fo + T ;  (2.22)
4. Asymptotically stable, if it is stable and attractive; and
5. Unstable, if it is not stable.
The stabihty properties of x(f;xo, fo) in general depend on the initial time fo. For 
different initial time, different values of B{ xq, fo), 5, r(fo), T(e, fo) m ay be needed to 
satisfy equations 2.20, 2.21, 2.22. When these constants are independent of the initial 
time then the corresponding properties are uniform. For adaptive systems, uniform 
stabihty is more desirable than  just stabihty. A system which is uniformly stable 
and uniformly attractive is uniformly asymptotically stable. Uniform asymptotic 
stabihty is a  desirable property because systems that posses it can deal better with 
perturbations and disturbances.
For convergence analysis a powerful tool is LaSalle-Yoshizawa theorem.
Theorem  1: Let x =  0 be an equihbrium point of 2.19 and suppose if /  is Lipschitz 
in X uniformly in f. Let V  : —y %+ be a continuously differentiable, positive
definite and radially unbounded function such that
V  =  ^ / ( x ,  f) <  -W{ x)  < 0 , V x S R "  (2.23)
where W{x) is a continuous function. Then all solutions of equation 2.19 are globally 
uniformly bounded and satisfy
hm W{x{t)) =  0.
In addition, if W{x) is positive definite, then the equihbrium x =  0 is globally uih- 
formly asymptoticaUy stable. This theorem is apphcable to time varying systems and 
allow us to estabhsh convergence to the  set E where W (x) =  0. For bo th  tested cases
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in this work, the function V{x)  is constructed such that the  set E consists of the 
trajectory which meets the tracking objective, that is. along which the tracking error 
is zero.
2.3.2 Control Lyapunov functions
Since the main objective of both cases of this project is design of controller, the 
closed loop system is to be designed such that desired stabihty properties are obtained 
along with the tracking objective. Such a function is cahed control Lyapunov function. 
Let the system considered be
X  =  / ( x ,  u), X 6 5R, / ( 0 ,0) =  0. (2.24)
The problem is to  design a feedback control law o:(x) for the control variable u 
such that the equihbrium x =  0 of the closed loop system
x  =  / ( x , q ( x ) )  (2.25)
is globaUy asymptoticahy stable(GAS). The function V(x) should be chosen such that 
its derivative along the solutions of equation 2.25 satisfy the relation V  < —W{x)  
where W{x)  is a positive definite function. Therefore a function q ( x ) is to be chosen 
such that
d V
— /(x ,n (x ))  < - W ( x )  (2.26)
D efin ition  2: A smooth positive definite radiahy unbounded function V : %+
is called a control Lyapunov function(clf) for equation 2.24 if
d V
— /(x ,u )  < 0 , V x ^ O  (2.27)
Arstein [14] showed that eqation 2.27 is not only necessary,but also sufficient
condition for existence of a control law satisfying equation 2.26. This means that
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“Existence of a elf is equivalent to  global asymptotic stabilizability” .
For systems affine in control,
X = f ( x ) + g ( x ) u , f { 0 ) = 0  (2.28)
the clf inequality 2.26 becomes
d V  dV
+  - ^ g ( x ) a ( x )  < - W { x )  (2.29)
The main deficiency of clf concept as a design tool is that most of the n o n lin e a r
systems a clf is not known. The task of finding an appropriate clf, and designing a
stabilizing feedback law is achieved through backstepping procedure. To sta rt off, for 
scalar systems, a reasonable clf is y (z )  =  which satisfies equation 2.29. Hence 
in design procedures in chapter 3 and 4, the choice of V =  appears as an initial 
control Lyapunov function, w ith the following assumption
A ssu m p tio n  1: For the system in (2.28), there exists a  continuously diSerentiable 
feedback control law
u =  o (z), o(0) =  0, (2.30)
and a smooth, positive definite, radially unbounded function V : %+ such that
dV
[ /(r )  +  ^(z)] <  -H^(z) < 0 , Vz € 9T (2.31)
where W{x) : %+ is positive semidefinite. If W{x)  is positive definite then,
the control (2.30) renders z  =  0 the globally asymptotically stable equilibrium of 
equation 2.28.
L em m a 1: Let the system given in equation 2.28 be augmented by an integrator:
± =  (2.32)
and suppose that equation 2.32 a satisfies the above assumption w ith ^ E % as its
control.
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If W(x)  is positive definite then
K ( z , i )  = V ( z )  + ~ [ i ~ a ( x ) f  (2.33)
is a  clf for the system in equation 2.32, th a t is there exists a  feedback control u =  
Qa(z, which renders z  =  0, <^ =  0 the GAS equihbrium of 2.32. One such control is
u = -c(Ç  -  a{x))  +  [ / ( r )  4- g{x)^] -  c >  0. (2.34)
C o ro lla ry  Let the system in 2.28, with the assumption 1 and with a (z) =  oo(z) be 
augmented by a chain of k integrators so th a t u is replaced by <^ i. The state of the 
last integrator in the chain is
z  =  f { x ) + g ( x ) ^ i  '
& =  &
&-1 =  & 
ik = u.
(2.35)
For this system, repeated application of Lemma 1 with - as virtuEil controls, 
results in the Lyapunov function
1 ^
' " , & )  =  I^(z) +  -  — o:,_i(z,^1, • • ■ ,Çfc)]^  (2.36)
^ i=i
Any choice of feedback control which renders Va < — W g(z,^i, - - - ,^t) <  0 with 
IFa(z,^i, •••,^fc) =  0 only if W{x)  =  0 and ^  a i(z ,Ç i, • • • ,^fc), i =  l , - - - ,& 
guarantees that [z^(t),^ i, • • • is globally bounded and converges to the largest 
invariant set Ma contained in the set
Ea =  G 3î”'^*|lF'(z) =  0, =ai_i (z ,^i , - - - ,^fc) ,z  =
If W{x) is positive definite, th a t is, if z  =  0 can be rendered GAS through ^i, then 
equation 2.36 is a  clf for (2.35) and the equilibrium z  =  0, =  • • ■ =  j^t =  0 can be
rendered GAS through u
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Y oung’s Inequality: If the constants p  >  1 and q >  I are such tha t =  1
then Ve >  0 and all (z, y) €  3?^ , then
zp <  ^  |z|P +  ^  (2.37)
Choosing p = q = 2  and =  2 d, the above equation becomes
xy  < dx^ -f- ^ y -  (2.38)
This equation is called Yoimg’s inequality. It is extensively used in selection of W (z)
in the design procedures of Chapter 3 and C hapter 4.
Lem m a 2: (Boundedness via backstepping) Consider the system
z  =  / (z )  +  g(x)u  +  F (z )  A i(z, u, t), (2.39)
where z  E r  E F{x)  is an (nxq) m atrix  of known sm ooth nonlinear functions, 
and A i is (q X 1) vector of uncertain nonlinearities which are xmiformly bounded 
for all values of z, u, t. Suppose that there exists a  feedback control u =  q (z) tha t 
renders x{t) globally uniformly bounded, and th a t this is estabhshed via a positive 
definite and radially unbounded functions V (z), W{x)  and a constant b, such that 
dV
— (z) [ /(z )  +  g{x)a{x)  +  F (z )A i(z , u, ()] <  -  W{x)  +  b (2.40)
Now consider the augmented system
x  = f ( x ) + g( x ) Ç  + F ( x ) A i ( x , u , t )  1 
i  = u + cp(x,Ç)'^A2 (x,Ç,u, t )  j
where p (z , ^) is a ( px l )  vector of known sm ooth nonlinear functions, and A2(x,^,u,t)
is a  ( p x l )  vector of uncertain nonlinearities which are uniformly bounded for aU
values of z, u, t. For th is system, the feedback control
da d V
u  =  - c (^  -  a (z ))  +  —  (z) [ /(z )  +  p(z)Ç] -  — (z)p(z)
(2.43)- k { ^ - a { x ) )  ||(p (z ,O I^  +  
guarantees global uniform boundedness of x{t)  and ^{t) with any c >  0 and A; >  0.




Observer backstepping design of the controller for the single link flexible joint 
manipulator with the plant model derived in the previous chapter is dealt in this 
chapter. The nonlinearities depend only on the  measured output, since aU states 
are not available for measurement. The unmeasured states are replaced by their 
estimates. A nonlinear observer which provides exponentially convergent estimates 
of the unmeasured states is designed. At each step of the procedure, observation 
errors are treated as disturbances and accounted for using n o n lin e a r  damping The 
output feedback systems whose output alone is available for measurements can be 
transformed into the output feedback form. Equation 3.1 give the general output 
feedback form.
± i = X 2 +  <Pi(y)
±2 — x z +  ip2 (y)
Zp_i =Xp  + ^p-i{y)
Xp =  bmu + <Pp-i{y)
y  = x i
where Xi are the states, y is the output of the system u is the control input and p is 
the order of the system. It is assumed tha t equation 3.1 is m in im u m  phase, tha t is, 
bmS^ + ... 4- biS + bo is Hurwitz polynomial. The system given in equation 3.1 can be 
written as
I (3.2)X =  A x  4- (p{y) + bu y  =  (Fx
19
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Where
■ 0 I  ' ■ 0 ■ ■ 1 ■ 0 ’ <Pi(y) '
A  =
0 • * - 0
,6 = 0
.6m .





An exponential observer for equation 3.3 is
X  = Ax  +  k { y  — y ) + b u
Ty =  & X (3.4)
where k is chosen such th a t Aq =  A —kcF is Hurwitz, and x  = x  — x  Is the observation 
error.
Subtracting equation 3.5 from equation 3.3 gives
X  =  AqX (3.5)
Using the observer equation 3.4 and the lemmas 1 and 2, a controller is designed to  
force the output y to  track  a reference signal.
T h e o re m  2: For the nonlinear system (3.2) assume th a t +  • - • +  bis 4- 6q is 
a  Hurwitz polynomial, and tha t z/r,ÿr,' - are known and bounded on [0,oo) and 
y^ is piecewise continuous. Then, there exists a  feedback control which guarantees 
global boundedness of x{t) and x{t) and regulation of the tracking error:
One choice of control is
^Im [y -  yr] =  0
^  =  7-[ûp +  yr] Oq
(3.6)
(3.7)
with Zi and ai,{i =  1, • • •, p) defined by the following recursive equations(Q >  0, d, >  
0,z =  l , - - - ,p) :
■4'! --
a i  =
y - V r
X i  -  a,_i — z =  2, - • •, p
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(
Qol' \   ^ z—1 Qcx
- Qy ~J Zf—fci(y—z ) + ^  /  (Zj+i+Arj(y—zi)+<pj_i(y))—y?i(y)
+ % ^ ( « 2  +  ¥>i(ÿ)) +  E ^ 4 ) 2 ' i " ^ -  * = 2 - - " . P  (3-11);=0 oyr
3.2 Controller design
Using the previous theorem a controller is developed in this section, for the  robotic 
system given by
Zi =  Z2 +  9iy  
±2 = x s +  OzV +  6 z c o s { y )
±3 =  Z4 +  +  6 zcos{y) > (3.12)
xz = bou 4- 9ecos{y)
y =  x i
The above system is in the output feedback form (3.1). The observer backstepping can 
be applied to  the system. The aim is to design a controller which makes the output 
track a reference signal. For the system above define the change of coordinates
=  y — 2/r (3.13)
S tep  1:
Derivative of the error function Zi is
i l  =  X2 4- 6 iy  — ÿ r = X 2 + X2  + Q\y -  ÿr (3.14)
From equation 3.9
Z2 = X2 — Oil — ÿr (3.15)
Choose a i  as
a i =  —CiZi — diZi — diy  (3.16)
Using (3.15) and (3.16), equation 3.14 becomes
i l  =  Zo — CiZi — diZi 4- X2  (3.17)
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Choose a  positive definite Lyapunov function Vj =  its time derivative becomes
Vi =  Zi(z2 — CiZi — diZi -r xo) (3.18)
From Young’s relation (|ziX2| <  dizf 4- ^ f^ )r equation 3.18 becomes
Vi < Z1 Z2 — Cizf +  (3.19)
In the next step the Z1Z2 term  will be canceled 
Step  2:
Consider the second error equation
Z2 = X 2 -O C i-  ÿr (3.20)
Its time derivative is
Z2 =  X2 — 01 — ÿr (3.21)
where
Z2 =  —k2 Xi +  Z3 +  02Î/ +  9zcos{y) (3.22)
Using equation 3.9 with i =  3 gives
Z3  — ÿr =  Z3  4- 0 :2  (3.23)
By noting tha t 0:1 is a function of (y ,y r ,x i)  and using equations 3.22 and 3.23, 
equation 3.21 becomes
Z2 =  -A:2Zi 4- Z3 4- 0:2 4- Ozy + 9zcos{y) -  +  9i,y) -  ^ ^ ÿ r  (3.24)
oy oyr
Choosing 0:2 as
tt2 =  —C2Z2 — Zi — (^ 2 Z2 — k2 {y — x x )—92y — 9zcos{y)-h-Q^X2 + -Q;^ÿT (3.25)
Equation equation 3.25 becomes
(
doc \   ^ Qcc
~Q ^j *2 ~  kzy 4- Z3 — ~dy^^ (3.26)
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Now choose the Lyapunov function as
H  =  K  +  (3.27)
its time derivative is
(
doi \   ^ Qol
~2 ■*“ 2^-Z3 — k2yz2 — (3.28)
Applying the Youngs’s inequality to the terms ziX 2  and zg ( ^ )  zg of the above 
equation
l£2l!
4d2 •jziZal <  d iz f  +  ^  and |z2 zgj <  dg ( ^ )  z | +
Using the above two inequahties the equation 3.28 becomes
V 2 <  — C i z f  — cgz| +  Z2 Z3  +  — h (3.29)
4ai 4u2
Step  3:
Now consider the third error equation of (3.9) to handle Z2Z3 terms in equation 3.29
Z3  =  Z3 -  ag — ÿ r  (3.30)
Using similar steps, its time derivative becomes
7 - , , , /» , Û / \ _ . d a 2 . ÔQg.. 5 a g ôog /Z3 =  -A;3Zl+Z4+Q3 +  (94y+05COS(^y)-— (Z2 +  6> iy )-^  yr -  %r-yr -  %T-Zi -  ^ T-Z2oy dVr dyr dxi dx2
(3.31)
Choosing the third stabilizing function 03 as
0:3 =  —C3Z3 — dg — d3 Z3 — kz{y — Zi) — O^y — 9zCos{y) +  -^ ^zg  +
Which makes the error function as
Z3 — —C3Z3 — zg — dg Z3 +  Z4 — ^^Zg (3.33)
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now choose the Lyapunov function as
1
V3  — Vo +  —z | (3.34)
Its time derivative is
V 3  C iZ [  — C0Z2 - r  Z2Z3 +  — F — F z z { z z )  (3.35)
using equations 3.33, equation 3.35 becomes
V3  =  —Cizf — cgZg — C3Z3 — dz ^ d y ^  -3-^ 4 — -q^xoZz (3.36)
Again applying Young’s inequahty to  the above equation gives
Vz < —Cizf — C2z | — C3Z3 +  Z3Z4 +  [zgl^ +  —  4- (3.37)
S tep  4:
From equation 3.9, error function Z4 is given as
Z4 =  X4 — 0:3 — yr (3.38)
the time derivative of the above equation is
Z4 =  X4 — Q3 — yr (3.39)
where
Z4 = k^{y — ±2 ) 4- boU (3.40)
By noting that az is a function of (y,z/r, ÿr, ÿ r,Z i,Z 2, Z3), equation 3.39 becomes
, / .  \ , , , , a /  \ ^Oz  X. n \ ^Oz  . 00:3 .. d a zZ4 — —k^{xi — y) 4- Z4 4- bou 4- ozcos{y) — - —(z2 4- 6 iy) — ——ÿr — ~^ ~r~ÿr — ~^z~yr
oy oyr oÿr oÿr
Choose the control input u as
bou =  —C4Z4 — zz — d^ Z4 +  A:4(z i — y) 4- Z4 — 0QCOs{y) 4- ~ ^ { x 2 +  diy) 4- ^ ^ ÿ r
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Choose the Control Lyapunov function
Vk = V3  + - z |  (3.43)
Its time derivative is
V4  = V z+  Z4 Z4
Substituting equations 3.38, 3.42 and 3.41 into the above equation gives
V4  = —CiZj—C2z|—C3Z3+Z3Z4+|z2|^ {— —t-^ ^ + ^ ^ )+ Z 4 (—A:4(xi—y)-+-Z4+6on+06Cos(y)
<9o:3 / .  . N daz . d a z .. daz
g ^ -( Î 2  + 0 1 V) -  g ^ V r  -  
Applying Young’s theorem to the  above equation gives
K  <  - C l 4  -  C24 -  - C 4 z : - 3 | x , r ( ^  +  ^  +  ^  +  ^ )
From above equation note that is a non-positive function.This impHes tha t the 
control input developed in equation 3.42 is a vahd controller for the system given in 
the equation 3.13
3.3 Simulation
Using the control input developed in the previous section, the m athem atical model 
of a flexible joint arm  is simulated using Matlab/ simulink with the following param­
eters
Robot parameters
/ l = 10 A /m
J 2 = O.OlA/m










(  fci =  4 "\
K-i =  6 
-^3 =  4
V A;4 =  1 j
Constants for determining control Input
’ Cl =  0 .1 ■ d i  =  0 .1  ■
C2 =  2 0 ^2 =  1
C3 =  1 ’ d s  =  1
.  C4 =  1 . . (I4 =  0 .0 1
The simulink model is shown in the figure (3.1). The parameters used for this 
simulation are
Solver: ode 23t(mod. stiff/Trapezoidal)








Figure 3.1: Simulink model-Observer Backstepping
As shown in figure (3.2), the control input was successful in making the trajectory 
follow the reference input xjr with minimal error. The observer also tracked exactly 
same path as the output. The graph of control input shows th a t a negative torque 
is needed, for tracking during the period of motion, this is due to the fact that 
nonlinearities exist in the joint. This shows a practical example of implementation of 
observer backstepping.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation Output




This chapter is dedicated to  description and development of tuning functions 
design for the robotic manipulator. The K-filters were introduced by Kreissehneier[8], 
for linear plants and are modified for nonlinear systems [10, 11, 12]. Consider the 
system
X1 — X2 + V^i{Xi,X2 ) 0
(4.1)± 2  =  X z + ( p 2 { X i , X 2 , X 3 ) 6  
X 3  = U  +  ( f ' ^ { X i , X 2 , X 3 ) d
where 0 is a constant p x l  vector of unknown parameters, u is the control input, 
Xi are the states, cpi are functions of the states.
In the adaptive backstepping design procedure, some of the state variables are 
considered as “virtual controls” and hence intermediate control laws are designed. 
For example in the equation 4.1, a t first step it is assumed that X2 to be the virtual 
control. It is used stabihze the first equation by considering it as a separate system. 
Since 9 is unknown, this task is accompfished with an adaptive controller consisting 
of control law a i(x i)  and the update law 9 =  r{x i)  as in the Lyapunov-based design. 
In the next step X3  is assumed as the virtual control, which is used to stabilize the 
subsystem consisting of first two equations of 4.1. This again is an adaptive control 
task  and a new update law is to  be designed. It should be noted that an update law 
has already been designed in the first step. This process continues until the control 
input has been designed. Adaptive back stepping treats the parameter 9 in the second
28
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equation of 4.1 as a new parameter and assigns to  it a new estimate with a new update 
law. As a result there are more than  one update  laws for the same parameter. This 
is called overparameterization. Figure 4.1 depicts the backstepping design procedure. 
Each step generates an error variable Zi, a stabilizing function q,-, and a new estimate 









Figure 4.1: Backstepping Procedure
This overparameterization is avoided in the  tuning functions design. At the first 
step, we assume th a t equation 9 =  is not an update law, bu t only a function
r(a:i). This function is termed as tuning function. This function is used in subsequent 
recursive steps and the discrepancy 9 — r{x i)  is compensated with additional terms in 
the controller. Whenever a  second partial derivative of 9 appears, it  is replaced with 
the first derivatives of t {x { ) .  This is the basic principle on which tuning functions 
design is based on. The tuning functions design procedure is depicted in figure (4.2).








Figure 4.2: Tuning Functions Design Procedure
One of the improvements th a t tuning functions design offers is reduction of dy­
namic order of the adaptive controller to minimum. This means that the number 
of parameters estimates is equal to  the number of unknown parameters. The mini­
mum order design is advantageous not only to implement, but also to guarantee the 
strongest achievable stability and convergence properties [2].
4.2 K-filter Design 
The model of the robotic manipulator is given below
±i = X2 + diy 
±2 = X z + d2V +  03cos{y) 
xz =  X4 + OaV +  dzcosiy) 
±4 =  f>ou + $ecos{y)
(4.2)
This is in the output feedback form (2.2) where ?/ =  Xi is the output, u is the 
control input, X{ are the states. =  [6 i 6 2  6 3  6 4  6 5  is a  vector of unknown constant 
parameters. It is also assumed th a t only output y is available for measurement. The
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system (4.2) can be written as
where
X =  A x  +  ^ { y ) 6  - r  bu
#  =
y =- I
■ 0 1 0 0 1 ■ x i  ■
0 0 1 0 X2
0 0  0 1
, X  =
X3
. 0 0  0 0 . . X4 .
y 0 0 0 0 0
0 y c o s { y ) 0 0 0
0 0 0 y c o s { y ) 0






The control objective is that the  output y tracks a given reference signal yr{t), 
while keeping all the signals in the closed loop system globally bounded.
Assumptions
1. The sign of 6o is known
2. The polynomial B{s) = bm S^ 4- ... 4- biS 4- bo is known to be Hurwitz
3. The fast dynamics of the system are neghgible.
4.2.1 State Estimation Filter Design 
The equations 4.2 are re-written as below
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X =  A x  4- F{y, u)^9
y  =
where
^ [ bo 6 i 0 2  03 04 05 0 6  ]
is Ix(q4-m 4-l) vector. W here q is the number of unknown parameters. For the case 
of robotic mamipulator under consideration m  =  0 and q =  6 and
F (y,u)'^  =
0 ^  0 0 0 0 0
0 0 y cos{y) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 y cos(y) 0
_ u  0 0 0 0 0 cos{y)
Since states are unknown, let the state  estim ate be
which employs the filters
and
x  = ^ + ÇF' 0
^  4- ky




is n x  (q4-m4-l)vector where n is the order of the system, which is 4. A q = A  — kef^ 
w ith a vector
k  =  [All kz k4 ]^
is chosen so tha t the m atrix A q is Hurwitz. Hence there exists P such th a t
P A q + A ^ P = ^ - I ,  P - P ^ > 0 .
W ith the state estimates in equation 4.3, it is easy to show tha t the sta te  estimate 
error x  = x — x  vanishes exponentially because it satisfies
X  =  A qX
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To reduce the dynamic order of fi-filter, denote first m4- l(= l)  columns of by 
 : ! Uq.
Due to special dependence of F{y, u )^  on u. the vector vq satisfy the equation
Vq =  AqVq 4- 6 4 . u (4.6)
Considering AoCn =  6^; j  =  0 ,..., (n — 1), the vector % can be generated by only one 
input filter
A =  AqA 4- e4,u
with the algebraic equation
V q  =  A q A
Considering equations F (y ,u )^ ,  (4.5) and (4.6), can be written as
(4.7)
(4.8)
=  [ uo 5  j (4.9)
where S  can be obtained from
S  =  A qS  4- 0(y) (4.10)
The following equations summarize the filters developed until now. The size of 
each m atrix is indicated in the brackets on the right.
K-filters:
i = A o ^  + ky  (n x l;  n  =  4)
5  =  A o5'-h^(y) (nxq; q =  6)
X = A o \ + e4 ^u (n x l;  n =  4)
Vj = A Î, J =  0, • • •, m 
\ _ V m  ••• V q  5 ]  ( l x ( m - F l ) ; m =  0)
(4.11)
To prepare for the controller design, consider the equation from 4.2
ÿ = X2 + (4.12)
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since the state X 2 is unavailable for measurement, replace X 2 with the filter signals 
2^ 2 =  s2 +  ^ 2 ^  +  X 2  which Can be written as
2^ 2 — ^0^0,2 4" ^0  4~ uF  4“ X2 (4.13)
Where ui is the regressor and Hi is truncated regressor defined as
^  =  [uo,2, $1 4- 5a]^ (4.14)
w =  [0, $1 +  (4.15)
<^ 0 =  2^ (4.16)
4.2.2 Adaptive controller Design
As mentioned earher assuming xz as the virtueil control at the first step, and at 
each subsequent step, augment the designed subsystem by one equation. A t the 4th 
step, a 4th order subsystem is stabilized with respect to a Lyapunov function by
a stabihzing function 0 C4 and a tuning function 74. The update law for the param eter
estimate 9{t) and the control u are designed at the final step.
Consider the filter vq and y from equations 4.11 c and 4.12 respectively. Analysis
reveals that once the system of equations 4.12 and 4.11 c are stabihzed all th e  closed 
loop system signals remain bounded. In the process of backstepping, the destabihzing 
effect of Xz is counteracted by including certain nonlinear damping terms [2]. For the 
system in equations 4.12 and 4.11 c, define a change in coordinates as
z\ = y - y r  (4.17)
Zi =  uo,t -  oy^~^^ -oc i\ 2 =  2 ,..., 4 (4.18)
where Zi is the error system and g is an estimate of y =  I /60
S te p  1: From equations 4.17 and 4.13, the derivative of the tracking error Z\ is
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obtained by
Zl =  &0%,2 ^0 4- û)^0 Xz — ÿr (4.19)
From equation 4.18 with i  =  2,
Z2 =  Vo,2 -  gÿr -  OLi 
Substituting uo,2 and a i  =  gâi into equation (4.19) gives
Z l  =  Q i  +  U)q +  U J^  +  X z  — & o (ÿ r  4 "  ô l i) q  4 “ hç^Zz 
The choice of the stabilizing function is
oci =  —CiZi — d\Zi — ujq — uF 9 (4.20)
which results in
Zl =  ~CiZi — diZi — uFë  — bo{ÿr 4- â i)g  4- &o~2 (4.21)
As mentioned earher the positive constants C i and d i  are introduced to counteract 
the destabilizing effect of xo. To simphfy the equations consider 
uF9 4“ bQZz — uF9 4" 6q~2 4- 6q~2
=  ûF9 4- (uq,2 ~  oÿr — Q:i)e^^ 4- boZz
=  u F ë  — g(ÿ  4- Qi)eJ'ë 4- 60^2 =  (w — g(ÿ  4- â i ) e i ) ^ ^ - f -  60-^ 2 
Substituting the above equation into equation 4.21 gives
Zl =  —CiZi — diZi 4-  Xz 4- (w — g(ÿr 4- â i)e i)^ ë  — bo(ÿ 4- â i)p  4- bozz (4.22)
The choice of the update law for ë is postponed tü l the last step of the controller 
design. However the update law for g  is designed a t the first step as
g =  —'Ysgn{bo)(ÿ 4- â i)z i, 7  > G. (4.23)
where 7 is called adaptation gain. To stabihze the system (4.21) choose a positive 
definite control Lyapunov function
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Vi — - z f  +  — (4.24)
Vi = ziZi + ~^qQQ +  ^ 6  (4.25)
where the positive diagonal m atrix F is called adaptation gain matrix.
Since Q = Q — g and p =  0
g = - g
Similarly
9 =  - §
Substituting the above two equations into equation 4.25 gives
Vi =  Zi(—CiZi — diZi +  Xz) +  ^(—0 +  (u; — g{ÿ 4- o:i)ei)) 4- ziZzbo (4.26)
Applying Young’s theorem  to  the term  ZiXz of equation 4.26 gives \ziXz\ <  dizf + ^ ^ -  
with the above inequality the  equation 4.26 becomes
Vi <  —CiZj 4- -Ç j— I- 9^T~^(—9 4- (w — g(y + â i)e i) )  4- zizzbo (4.27)4cii
The selection of the update law is postponed until the end. Define the first tuning 
function from equation 4.27 as
Ti =  w — g(y 4- â i)e i (4.28)
S te p  2: From equation 4.18
Z2 =  %,2 -  g ÿ r - Cti
Z2 =  f'0,2 -  gÿr + gÿr ~  (4.29)
Using equations 4.11 c and 4.19 with i=3, the equation 4.29 becomes
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To make the choice of the stabilizing function easy, add and subtract —dy
to the equation 4.30 to  give
zz — OL2 — kzVQ^ i — dy” +  ^  ~  ~  ~dy'^'^ — ^
-  ^ ( «  -  T t2) +  Z3 (4.31)
The stabihzing function 0:2 is chosen so as to cancel out all the terms except last 4 
terms and the destabihzing effect of —^§^xz is counteracted by including the nonlinear 
term —dz {^§f) zz- Let the choice of 0:2 be
az =  —60Z1 — C2Z1 — dz 4" ^2^ 0,1 +  +  ui^9^ +  +  ky)
+  +  +  (4.32)
The first term  of equation 4.32 is added to cancel the term  zizz  of equation 4.26. 
Lyapunov function V2 is given by
V2 =  -i- \ z l
and derivative of V2 becomes
Vz = Vi + zzzz
Substituting the equations for V \ and z z  into the above equation gives
Vz =  —Ciz^ — C2Z2 +  Z2Z3 — —— X2Z2 — ^— u F ë z z  4-  ^ F  ^(F tx — è )oy dy
The terms —^^u F ë zz  4- ^F“ ^(Fti — ë) of equation 4.32 can be simplified as
^ F - '(F (n  -  ^ w z z )  -  9) (4.34)oy
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Similar to the previous step, choose the second tuning function as
da \
To =  T i — WZ2 (4.35)
oy
As it wiU be seen in the next steps, the general equation for r  can be written as
Ti =  Ti_i -  i =  2, ...,4  (4.36)
Also from Young’s inequality |z2^ 2| <  4- substituting this relation and
equations 4.34 and 4.35 into equation 4.33 gives
Vo < —CiZi — C0 Z2 4- Z2Z3 — ^(Fr2 —9) +  Z2—^ ( F t 2 — 9) +  — h - (4.37)
d9 4U2 4c£i
Step 3:
Z3  =  %,3 -  gÿr — 02Z3 = Ûo,3 ~  gVr ~  Ùÿr ~  0=2 (4.38)
Using equations 4.11 c and 4.19 with i=4 and, to  make the choice of the stabilizing
gives
function easy, adding and subtracting the terms —^ ( V ^ 9  — ^ T to to equation 4.38
i3  =
%,! — w ^û o ,2  -  (ÿr 4- ~ ^ ) q  -  ~ ^ X 2 — ^ ^ u F 9  -  ^ ^ ( 9  ~  TT3 ) + Z4 (4.39)dvo^i ' dvo^z ' dg dy dy d 9
The term —^ { 9  — Fts) represents the mismatch between the actual update law and 
the tuning function. Since the choice of the update law 9 has been postponed to the 
final step, let
ÿ =  Ft4
9 — Ft3 =  F(t4 — 73) (4.40)
Using equation 4.36, the equation 4.40 becomes —F ( ^ ) u ;z 3. Therefore the equation 
of 03 should have the term  ^ F ^ ^ Z 2 to achieve skew symmetry in the error sys­
tem. Choose the stabilizing function 0:3 so as to  neutralize all the terms of previous
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equations excepting the last four terms. One choice is
0!3 =  -Zo +  ArsUo,! +  ^  (Wo 4-W^ÿ) 4- ^ ( A o ^  + 4- ^ ÿ r  4- 73ay ÔÇ a s  dyr dyr dd
Corresponding Lyapunov function is
V3 =  V2 4- -Z3
and its time derivative is
=  V2 4- Z3Z3
Substituting th e  equations 4.36 and 4.38 into above equation gives
V3  = —Cizf — cgZg — C3Z3 4- Z3Z4 — 9T ^(F(r2 — —— zz) — 9 ) ----7 ^ 0  ~  T'^2)z2
ay d9
- W < ‘  -  -  w ' «  -  *  i f  *  S  -
Choose the th ird  tuning function as
X3 — t~ 2   —WZ3 (4.43)dy
Substituting equation 4.43 and Young’s relation IZ3X2I <  —d a ^ z f  4- 
into the equation 4.42 gives
^ 3  <  ~Vizf — C2 Z2 — C3Z3 4- Z3Z4 — ^F ^(Ft3 — 9 ) ---- - ^ ( ^  — Ft2)z2 ~  ^ 73)23
d9 d9
-S'- - * {t  ) ■ - S'S—Sf * if * « «
S tep  4: The final error equation Z4 from equation 4.18 is
Z4  — uo,4 -  o yr— 0 C3
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and its time derivative is
%4 =  Û0.4 — QVr — OVr — àz (4.45)
but
ûo,4 =  —^ 4^0.1 +  u (4.46)
where u is the control input to the robotic system and 03 is a function of (y, yr,ÿr, ÿr, 
S, Ç, vqj, 9). As in previous steps, adding and subtracting the terms —^ uj9 — 
to  equation 4.45 along with substituting equation 4.46 into equation 4.45 gives
s - > ■ -  k  - 1 ) * - S- ' S"'* - - *>
The choice of u is
U =  - C i Z i  -  d i  j  +  k iV o .l +  êyî“’ +  + ù F ê )  +  +  ^ ÿ r +
where
daz d a j- i
-WZf
j ^ 2  d9 dy
As seen in step 3 the term  is included to  achieve skew-symmetry in the error system. 
Now the final Control Lyapunov function is V4 =  V3 +  | z | .  Its time derivative is
=  — ^ C j z f  -I- ^r"^(r(T 3 — -^ u F Z 4 ) — 9) +  Z 2 - ^ ( T r 2  — ÿ) +  Z 3 - ^ ( T r 3  — ÿ ) +  
i=i oy o9 d9
The final tuning function T4 is given as
daz T 74 =  7-3 -  Z4dy
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Now choose the update law d as
0 =  Ft4
Since the control Lyapunov function should be chosen so that it satisfies the equation 
V  < —W , choose W  as
W  = -  ^  \ xof )
j=i
This equation satisfies the equation V  < —W . From this inequality it can be con­
cluded that z, Ô, Q and are bounded.
To summarize the error system equations. The error functions are
=  y  -  2/r
Z: =  uo,i -  -  tti-i, i =  2,..., 4
Their time derivatives are
Z \  =  — C \Z i  — d \ Z i  4 -  Î)qZ2  4 -  X 2 +  (u ; — Q { ÿ r  +  — 6 o ( ÿ r  +  Ô u ) g
. _  J  f  9 a i Ÿ  ^  J- , #ai_ d a i , dai
~2 — —C2Z2 — 02 I -5 — I Z2 — OqZi 4- Z3  — X 2  %—^   ^4— r^ (F T 2 — 9)\ o y  J dy dy dd
. ( d a i - i \  da.i- 1  _ doti-i
50fy—1 ÔOîi—1 1 _ Ôûîj—1
O üZjZi
where Z5 =  0. These equations are adequate for selecting the update laws 9 and q  To 
prevent the destabilizing effect of 9 the nonlinear damping terms are chosen as
—ki \ü\^ zi
—A:2 l ^ o ;  — ZiCij Z2 (4.47)
I -  -1^11 Zi, z =  3,4 ^
for zi, Z2, Zi respectively. In addition, to counteract g, the equation 0:1 =  is 
replaced by 0:1 =  gâi — kisgn(bo)(ÿr 4-âi)^zi. Now the system of error equations with
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the additional term s, as given in equation 4.46 still satisfies the equation V  < —W  
since the nonlinear term s enter the equation as non-positive. The complete tuning 
function design with K-filters is shown in the next page with k-filters given in equation 
4.11.
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Z \ = y  — V r
Zi — uo,t Qy,- c^ i, i — 2,.... 4
CCi —  — (Cx +  +  ^ 1  |w |  )Zx — UJq — ( jJ ^ è





«2 =  -boz-i — (w) da idy ■Uj — Zx^ x
^ A x  /  T Pi\ , c  , , d O il  .
dy  +  “  «) +  +  â J S  +  — ÿ. +  t .% 1 (4.52)
t t i  6o^l — (c 2 +  (rfs +  ki |w|^) ^ —'Oy~ -  +
^Qi-x^ 1 , d a i-i
y-t— T T -rn
+ g  + g r  -  g
Tuning functions:
(w -  ÿ(ÿr +  o:i)ex)zx
Adaptive control law:
( d a z \u =  —C4Z4—04 I I  Z4+A;4%




Param eter update law:
v“^  ^OLZj^daj^i
0 =  Pr4
(4.57)
(4.58)
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Q =  —'Ysgn(bo){ÿr +  â i)z i  (4.59)



















Figure 4.3: Flowchart For Controller Design Procedure Using Tuning Functions
Using the controller designed and the plant given in equation 2.9, with the follow­
ing constants, the system is simulated using Matlab/ Simulink. The Simulink model 
is shown in the figure (4.4). The following figure describes the step by step procedure 
of controller design using tuning functions.













Figure 4.4: Simulink model for adaptive case 
Robot parameters
Ji =  IQN/m  
J 2 =  O.OlN/m 
K =  5 N-m/rad 
Fi =  0.5 
m =  1 kg 
d =  1 m 
N =  100
k  =
f  ki =4: \  
k2 = 6  
kz = 4  
\  k4 = l J
Constants for d eterm in in g  Control Input
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’ Cl =  0.1 di =  0.1
C2 =  0.1 dg =  1
C3 =  0.1 ’ da =  1





0.005 0.020.01 0.015 0.030.025 0.035 0.04
xIO Error
E r r o i3.5
2.5
0.005 0.020.01 0.015 0.030.025 0.035 0.04
Figure 4.5: Simulation Results for Adaptive case
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions
A controller was designed and implemented for each of the two cases, one being 
deterministic case and the  other being the adaptive case. For the deterministic case, 
the controller was successfully implemented with obser\^ation error goes to zero in a 
finite amount of time. The observer exactly tracks the  intended trajectory.
For the adaptive case the controller developed along with the tuning functions 
showed a satisfactory performance, while ensuring stabüity  even in the presence of 
uncertainties. The plots confirm that statement tha t “Existence of a clf is equivalent 
to  global asymptotic stabihzabüity”.
5.2 Future Recommendations
Although, the controller design accomplishes trajectory  control in either case, the 
complexity of com putation is very huge. For this reason, modular designs may be 
adopted for this particular problem.
In this problem we neglected the fast dynamics of th e  system. A control scheme 
may be developed by taking into account the fast dynamics.
A single link m anipulator, may have a limited practical use, however this concepts 
may be extended to  robotic manipulators having more than  one link.
47
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